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Abstract

As it is well known, the n-dimensional Fractional Fourier transform is a specific
example of a metaplectic operator. A metaplectic operator is a unitary operator
defined on the space L2(JRl1) with the special property that its action produces
a linear transformation in the 2 n-dimensional phase space corresponding to the
Wigner distribution for functions of n variables. For the Fractional Fourier trans
form, this transformation consists of a composition of rotations. In general, a linear
transformation produced by a metaplectic operator can be described by a 2 n x 2 n
symplectic matrix in the phase plane.

In some special cases explicit integral representations, like the Fractional Fourier

transform, for metaplectic operators are known. For the general case, there also
exist integral formnlas. However, they are less explicit or within these expressions
group theoretical notions were used. This paper will report on explicit integral

formulas starting from a different point of view. Using some less known (or possible
new) properties of symplectic matrices and exploiting some computational effort,
explicit integral representations in the general case will be obtained. These integrals
contain specific subspaces as integration domains and explicit constants referring
to volumes of simplices. The representations are directly coupled to the n x n
submatrices of the underlying symplectic matrix in a clear way.

1 Introduction

In 1973, N.G. de Bruijn [:I.] gave a complete characterization of the unitary
operators in certain function spaces, which produce linear transformations in
the two-dimensional phase plane corresponding to the Wigner-Ville distribu
tioll. He showed that the determinant of such a linear transformation must
be equal to one (needed and sufficient) and gave explicit integral formula's
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for the corresponding unitary operators. De Bruijn's theory was mainly re
stricted to univariate functions. Later on, in 1977 G.M.M. Frederix [3], a
student of De Bruijn, succeeded to overcome the difficulties to generalise De
Bruijn's theory to higher dimensions. Unfortunately, Frederix's contribution
was less known to the
mathematical community. In [3], Frederix established that a linear transfor
mation in the 2 n-dimensional phase space, which is related to the Wigner
distribution of functions of n variables, stems from a unitary operator if and
only if the linear transformation can be described by a 2 n x 2 n symplectic
matrix. He also gave explicit integral formula's for special cases. For the
general case, he proposed a method (d. [3], p.68 ) how to obtain "the build
ing blocks" for an integral formula and he observed that the n-dimensional
integrals must
be replaced by r-dimensional integrals, where r is the rank of a specific
submatrix of the symplectic matrix. In our representations, given in Section
4 , this observation will be explicitly demonstrated, since the integration
domain is precisely the range of this submatrix.
In Folland's book [2] on Harmonic analysis in phase space some explicit
representations were given in the way, we will present our formula's, but
now extended to the general case. Recently, in 1999, in his thesis [5] N.
Keiblinger also referred to the problem of finding integral repesentations for
metaplectic operators. Our formulas and those of Keiblinger have much in
common. However, our different and more elementary approach leads for
the metaplectic operators on L2(IRn

) to explicit representations in which
also the phase factors are included.

2 The Wigner distribution

The Wigner distribution W[j, f], also known as the Wigner-Ville distribu
tion, of a function f E L2(IRn ) is defined on the 2 n-dimensional so-called
space W Pn given by

WPn = {(x,w) Ix E JRn, wE lRn},

by means of the integral

W[f,J](x,w) = (21T")-n ! f(x + T/2)f(x - T/2)e- i (T,W) dT. (1)

/Rn
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In the exponent, (', .) stands for the usual inner product in IRn . The notation
C, ·h will be used to denote the inner product of two functions in the space
L2 (IRn

).

In fact, the Wigner distribution of a function is a special case of the (mixed)
Wigner distribution for two functions. One has

W[j,g](x,w) = (2n)-n Jf(x + r/2)g(x - r/2)e-i(r,w) dr. (2)

IRn

A linear transformation A in the phase-plane can be represented by a 2 n x 2 n
matrix A, which consists of four n x n submatrices Au, A 12 ,A21 , A 22 as
follows:

A=

Hence,

AA 12 ) .
22

The above decomposition of the matrix A will be referred to as the block
decomposition of A.

To shorten our notation, we denote (All X+A 12W, A21 x+A22 w) by A [x, w].

In this paper, the Fourier transform of a function f E L 2 (IRn ) is
denoted by I Hence,

F(w) = 1 Jf(x) e-i(w,x) dx
. (2n)n/2

IRn

(3)

It is well known (d. [2]) that for (almost) all x and w in IRn the following
relation holds

w[i,g](x,w) = W[f,g](-w,x) = W[j,g](Jrrx,w]), (4)

where I n is the 2 n x 2 n orthogonal matrix given by the block decompostion:
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Here In is the n x n identity matrix and On is the n x n null matrix.
We may also write relatIon (4) as folllows

w[j, g] = W[j, gJ 0 J;:. (5)

This means that the Fourier transform in L 2 (JRn
) corresponds to the linear

transform if: in the phase
plane. For n = 1, it is a rotation over the angle 7l" /2 in the two dimensional
phase plane. The so-called Fractional Fourier transform:Fn in L 2 (JR) causes
a rotation over the angle a, i.e.

(6)

where

A = ( c~s a - sin a ) .
sma cos a

Following Kerr in [Kerr], :Fn is defined by

i 2

[
oJ ( ) _ Ca exp (- '2 x cot a)

:Fn t x - --j========='------
° )27l" I sin al

x l:j(t)exp(-~t2 cota+ixt/sinO')dt,

with

7l"
Cn = exp (i 4" sign (a) - i a/2).

(7)

(8)

Hence, len I = 1. Note that any constant Ca in (7) with Ical = 1 will lead to
formula (6). The constant Ca is called a phase factor.
Like, the n-dimensional Fourier transform, the n-dimensional Fractional
Fourier transform can be introduced as a repeated application
of the one-dimensional Fractional Fourier transform with respect to the n

independent variables, but now n different angles al,' .. ,an could be in
volved. So, let a = (al,'" ,an)' Then

:Fa[j](x) = Ca exp (-i (B x, x)/2
.j(27l")n Isinal··' sinanl

x r j(t)exp(-i(Bt, t)/2+i(Cx, t))dt,JIRn

4
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where len I = enj .. , ca ", and Band Care n x n diagonal matrices given by

B diag (cot al, ... ,cot an),

C diag(1/sinal,'" ,1/sinan ).

For this n-dimensional Fractional Fourier transform one has

W[.1'n[f], .1'a[g]] = W[j, gJ 0 A,

where

cos a l 0 - sm al 0

A=
a cos an a - Slnan (10)

sin al a cos al 0

a Slnan a cos an

vVe proceed by collecting some important properties of the Wigner distribu
tion, Proofs of these properties can be
found in [6J. Using the inverse Fourier transform, it can easily be verified
that for (almost) all ;z; and y in JRn the following inversion formula holds

f(:z;) g(y) = I' W[f, g]((x + y)/2, w) ei (x-y,w) dw.
11Ft"

(11)

The Wigner dustribution of a function f integrated over the entire phase
space W Pn will deliver the "energy contents" fIR" If(xW dx of f. This is a
direct consequence of the relation

/
' /. W[f, gJ(x, w) dx dw = (1, g)z.

, JR." . JR."

The 2 n-dimensional Fourier transform of the Wigner distribution will
iritroduce a function, the so-called characteristic function, which has a
couple of attractive properties. It is defined as follows:

(12)

M[j, g](O, T) = JJW[j, g](x, w)ei(B,x)ei(T,W) dx dw (x, w E JRn).

lR" lR lt

(13)
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Hence,

W[j, g](x, w) = (271")-211 JJM[j, g](O, T)e-i(B,x)e-i(T,W) dO dT. (14)

IRn IRn

It can be shown that the following relation holds for (almost) all x and y in
IR11

:

f(x)g(y) = -(1)11 r M[j,g](0,x-y)e-i (B,x+Y)/2dO.
271" ) IRn

(15)

Another important relation for the characteristic function is the following
one:

M[j,g](O,T) = Jf(u + T/2)g(u - Tj2)ei(B,u) du,

IR"

which can be rewritten as

M[j, g](O, T) = Jf(u + T)ei(B, u+T/2)g(u) duo

IR"

(16)

(17)

As mentioned in the introduction section, we are looking for integral
representations for unitary operarors V defined on L2 (IRn ), which
produce a linear transformation in the phase space W Pn . These unitary
operators are called metaplectic operators. So, a unitary opator 11 defined
on L2 (IRll

) is called a metaplectic operator if there exists a linear map A
defined on W Pn such that

W[V f, V gJ = W[j, gJ 0 A (J, 9 E L 2(IRn
)). (18)

In order to obtain such a relation in which the characteristic function is
involved, we carry out the following computation:

W[j', g](A[x, wJ) =

(271")-2n JJM[j,g](0,T)e-i(B,AllX+A12w)e-i(T,A21X+A22W)dOdT.

IRn IRn

By assuming that A is non-singular, substitution of the new variables

o:= Aft 0 + A21 T,

T := AT20 + Af2T,
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yields

WLf,g](A[x,w]) =

1 rJM[f g](A-T[O r])e-i(B,x)e-i(T,W) dO dr. (19)
(27f) 2n ldetAI. ' ,

IR" IR"

Now, if V is a symplectic operator defined on L 2 (JRn), then we may conclude
from (19) that

M[VI, Vg] = M[J, g] 0 A-T, (20)

for all f and 9 in L 2 (JRn).

It follows from (12) and the unitarity of V that Idet AI = 1
is a necessary condition for A. However, it is well known that the matrix
A needs to be a symplectic matrix. To be more precise in this respect,
Frederix's paper ([3]) and Folland's book ([2]) contain the following result,
which is modified and stated as a theorem here.

Theorem 2.1 Let A be a 2 n x 2 n matrix. Then there exists a unitary
operator V in L 2 (JRn) such that

(21 )

~l and only 'if A is a symplectic matrix.
MOTeove1', the operator V is uniquely determined up to a multiplicative phase
factor G wdh IGI = 1 which may depend on A.

As known, the determinant of a symplectic matrix equals 1. In the next sec
tion we will focus on these matrices and derive some less known properties.

3 Symplectic matrices

We start this section by giving the definition of a symplectic matrix.

Definition 3.1 An 2n x 2n matrix A is called a symplectic matrix
if and only if

(22)
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For the 2 x 2 block decomposition of A this means

A-I = ( Af2T ~AT2)
-A2l ATI '

or equivalently

Af2 All - AT2 A2l = In,

AE AZI - Afl All = On,

A§2 A IZ - Af2 AZ2 = On·

(23)

(24)

(25)

It is well known that A-I and AT are symplectic, whenever A is
symplectic and that det A = 1. Less known are the properties listed in
Property (3.1) These properties describe relations between ranges and null
spaces (kernels) of the submatrices of a symplectic matrix A. The range of
a matrix B is denoted by R(B) and the null space by N(B). The notation
B+-(L) stands for the linear space, which consists of the vectors x for which
BXEL.
In order to prove these properties we need some usefulliemma's stated below.

Lemma 3.2 Let A be a linear tmnsf01'mation in JRn and L a lineal' subspace
of JRn.
Then

+-
dim A (L) 2 dim L,

AT(L1-) C (A (L))1-.

(26)

(27)

Proof:
+-

Set W =A (L). From dim W = dimL n R(A) + dimN(A), it follows that

dim W = dimL + dimR(A) - dim(L + R(A)) + dimN(A) =

dimL + n - dim(L + R(A)) 2 dimL,

which proves (26). Now let x E AT(L1-), and yEW. Then Ay E L,
x = ATu for au E L1- and (x,y) = (ATu,y) = (u,Ay) = O. Hence,
AT(L1-) C W1-. 0

Remark
+-

Note that the equality dim A (L) = dim L holds if and only if dim(L + R(A)) = n.
This implies that any x E JRn can be written as x = v + A u, where vEL
and u E JRn. We formulate this as a seperate lemma.
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Lemma 3.3 Let L be a linear subspace of JRn and A a linear transformation
in JRn. Then any x E JRn can be: written as x = Au + v with u E JRn and

t-
vEL 'if and only if dim A (L) = dimL.

A consequence is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4 Let A be a linear transformation in JRn and L a linear subspace
in JRn.

t-
(i) If dimAT(Ll-) = dimLl- then AT(Ll-) = (A (L))l-,

t-
(ii) dimAT(Ll-) = dimLl- if and only if dim A (L) = dimL.

Proof:
t-

(i) Due to (27) it suffices to show that dim(A (L))l-) :::; dimAT(Ll-). From
t- t-

26 it follows that dim(A (L))l- = n - dim(A (L)) :::; n - dimL = dimLl- =
dimAT(Ll-), which proves (i).

t-
(ii) Assume dimAT(Ll-) = dimLl-. So we have AT(Ll-) = (A (L))l- and

t-
subsequently dim A (L) = n - dimAT(Ll-) = n - dimLl- = dimL.

t-
Now assume that dim A (L) = dimL. We show that Ll- n N(AT ) = {o},
because this is equivalent to dimLl- = dimAT(Ll-). So, let x E Ll- such
that AT x = 0. We know that x can be written as x = v + A u with vEL
and 'I/. E JRn. Hence, (:1:, :r:) = (x, v + Au) = (AT x, u) = O. We conclude
that. :1: = 0, which finishes oilr proof. 0

Om properties for the symplectic matrices are collected below.

Property 3.1

(AI2)t-(R(Af2)) = R(A12 ),

dimA22 (N(A 12 )) = dimN(A12 ),

A 22 (N(A 12 )) = (R(A 12 ))l-.

(28)

(29)

(30)

Proof:
Let v E (AI2)t-(R(Af2))' Then there exists a u E JRn such that AI2 v +
AI2'1/. = o. Hence

9



Since A is symplectic, we have:

So, v = -A12 (AIl V + Afl u) E R(A12 ). On the other hand if v E R(A12 ),
then v = Al2 w for awE lRn and AI2 v = AI2 A 12 W = Af2 A 22 W E R(Af2)'
which proves (28).
In order to prove (29), it suffices to show that if x E N(A 12 ) and A 22 :1: = 0,

then x = o. This easily follows from x = In X = AE A 22 :r; - AIl A 12 X =
0-0 = o. To show the final equation, we apply formula (i) of Lemma (3.4)
in which we replace A by AI2 and L by R(Af2)' We then have

o

In order to obtain integral representations for a metaplectic operator, the
properties above are of indirect importance. Of direct importance is Lemma
(3.6), which is based on these properties.
However, to formulate this Lemma, we have to introduce it number (lL (A),
which depends on an n x n matrix A and on a linear subspace L of fRH. It
is defined as follows

Definition 3.5 The number qdA) is equal to the l-dimensional volume of
the simplex spanned by the vectors A el, .... , A el) where i is the dimension
of the space L, and el, ... ,el is any orthonormal basis of L.

Here, the simplex spanned by the vectors A el, ... ,A el is the set X say,
given by

l

X={xEIRn/x=6Ael+ ... +elAel, ei2:0, L6=1}.
i=l

The set X is a subset of the space A(L). If dimA(L) = dimL = i, then
the i-dimensional volume of X is positive, otherwise this volume is zero. If
L = lRn and A is nonsingular, then evidently qdA) = Idet A I.
We extend our definition of qdA) to the following cases:
If L is the null space and A is regular, then we define qdA) = 1.

If A is the null matrix and dimL > 0, then we define qdA) = 1.
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The number qL(A) plays, like a determiniant, a role in case a substitution
is applied in more dimensional integrals. The following relation holds for
functions cp for which the ocurring integrals exist . This will always be the
case if cp is taken from the Schwarz class 5n C L 2 (JRn). One has

I" cp(Ax) dx = (lA) r cp(x) dx (dimA(L) = dimL). (31)
J£ q£ JA(£)

Now, our Lemma can be stated as follows.

Lemma 3.6 Let cp E 5 n and A a symplectic 2 n x 2 n matrix with block
decomposition

A = (All A 12
)A21 An .

Fu.rthc1'7nore, let dim R(A12 ) = d > O. Then,

(32)

Proof:
Let cjJ be the Fourier transform of cpo
Since dimA22 (N(A12 )) = dimN(A12 ) = n - d (cf. (29), we may apply (31),
which yields

/
'. /' cp('Il) ei (v,AT2 u) du dv = (2 1r)11/2 I" cjJ(An v) dv =

, N(A12) . JR." JN(A12l

(2 )n/2 j'
7r <j>(v) dv.

fJN(A 12) (A22 ) An(N(A12))

The next step is to apply a property, which is well known in the theory
of the Radon Transform and which for our purposes can be formulated as
follows. Let L be a subspace in JRn with dimL = 1 and let cp E 5n, then

I" <j>(w) dx = (21r)l-B' r cp(x) dx.
J£ J£1-

Since dimAn (N(A 12 )) = dimN(A12 ) = n - d, we thus have

/

' n 1<j>(v) dv = (21r)2- d cp(v) dv .
. An(N(A12)) (An(N(A12)))1-

11
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From (30), we know that (A22 (N(A12 ))l- = R(A1Z )' Hence

r ep(v) dv = (27r)¥-d r cp(v) dv .
.fAn(N(Au)) .fR(A12)

l,From this equation (32) easily follows.

4 The integral representation

o

In this section, we will compute integral representations for the metaplectic
operators.
It follows from (15), (16) and (20) that a unitary map V we are looking

for must satisfy

V[J](x) V[g](y) =

(2~)n JJfeu - ~A12 () + ~ All (x - v)) g(u + !A12 e - ! All(:z; - v))
1R.2 n

xE(u,e,x,y)dude,

for all f and 9 in L2 (IRn ) and (almost) all x and y in IR.n , where

E(u, e, x, y) = exp(i (An e - A21 (x - V), '11.) - i (e,:1: + y)j2).

Because of the existence and convergence of the integrals involved, we as
sume in our calculations below that f and 9 are functions in the Schwarz
space Sn' We substitute the new variable u := 11, - ! All (x + V). Then, we
have

V[J](x) V[gJ(y) =

(2~)n II f(u-~A12e+AllX)g(u+!A12e+ AllY)
IR2n

xexp (i F(u, e, x, V)) du de,

where

F(u, e, x, y) = (A22 e - A21 (x - v), u + ! All (x + v)) - (e,;r; + y)j2.
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By using the relations (23),(24) and (25) this expression can be simplified
as follows

F(u,O,x,y) =

(A22°-A21 (x - y), u) + ~(O, Af2 Au (x + y) - (x + y))

-~ (A21 x, Au x) + ~(A21 y, Au y) = (A22 0 - A 21 (x - y), u)

+~(A12 0, An (x + y)) - ~ (A 21 x, Au x) + ~ (A21 y, Au y).

Hence,

V [f](:r: ) V[.t](y) = (2 ~ )n e-i (An X,All x)/2 ei (.'1.21 y,All y)/2 H[f, g](x, y),

where

H[f,g](x,y) =

/ / f(u - ~A12 0 + Au x) g(u + ~A12°+ All y)
lR.2 n

x e i (.4. 12 0 , .'1.21 (x+y)) e i (.'1.22 0-.'1.21 (x-y), u) du dO"

By substituting 0 = 01+ O2 with 01 E R(Af2) and O2 E N(A 12 ), we obtain

H[.t, g](:1;, y) =

/
". /" /". f(u - ~A12 01 + All x) g(u + ~A12 01 + Au y)

" R(AfJ " N(A I 2) " IR"

xG(u, 01 , O2 , x, y) du d02 dOl,

where,

G(u, 01 , O2 , :I:, y) =
exp (i (AlL 01, An (x + y)) + i (A22 01 - A 21 (.'1: - y), u) + 1: (A22 O2, u)).

We are now in the position to apply Lemma (3.6) with respect to the function
f(u- ~A12 01+All x) g(u + ~A12 01 + All y) ei (.'1.22 01-.'1.21 (x-y),u). From this
lemma we conclude that

(2n)n-d
H[.t, g](x, y) = (A )

qN(A12) 22

X ~ r f(v - ~A12 01 + All x) g(v + ~A12 01+ Au y)
" R(AL) JR(AI2)

xexp (i (A 12 01, A 21 (x + y))/2 + i (A22 01 - A21 (x - y), v)) dv d(h.

13



Since v E R(A12 ), we lllay substitute v = A 12 w with w E R(AT2)' Note
that qR(A[2)(A12 ) = IT(A 12 ), i.e. the product of the singular values of A 12 .

which are the square roots of the positive eigen values of AI; A12 . So,

H[j
']( ) (21f)n-d lT

2(A 12 )
,g x,y = X

qN(A12) (A 22 )

/ / f(A 12 w - ~A12 01 + Au x) g(A12 w + ~A12 01 + Au y) x

R(AL)xR(A[2)

exp (i (A 12 01, A2l (x + y))j2 + i (A22 01 - A2l (x - y), A 12 w)) dw dOl.

Our next step is to substitute tl = w - ~ 01 and t2 = w + ~ 01. Again by
using (23), (24) and (25) one has

(A 12 01, A2l (x + y))j2 + (AnOl - A2l (:1: - y), A 12 w) =
(A 12 (t2 - td, An (x + y))j2 + (A22 (t2 - td, A 12 (tl + t2))j2

-(A2l (x - y), A12 (tl + t2))j2 = -(A22 tl, A 12 tdj2

+(A22 t2, A12 t2)j2 - (A12 tl, An x) + (A2l y, A 12 t2)'

In fact, our function H[f, g](x, y) can now be written as a procluct of a
function of x and a function of y only. Let

Hdf](x):= r . f(A 12 t + Au x) e- i (An t,A12 t)/2-i (A12 t,A~11) dt,
j R(AL)

then

(21f)n-d IT(A 12 )
H[.f,g](:r:,y) = . (A) Hdf](:r:) Hdg](y)·

qN(A12) 22

Collecting all the previous results together, we have

It is now obvious that we are close to our final result. But before forlllulating
this result, we first introduce the number c(A), which shortens our notation.
This number c(A) will be used in the definition of our operator :FA, which
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is a symplectic opeator V we have looked for. Recall that V is uniquely
determined up to a phase factor C. The number c(A) is defined as follows.

c(A) := (34)

(35)

Now, we introduce our operator :FA.

Definition 4.1 Let A be a symplectic 2 n x 2 n matrix with the 2 x 2 block
decomposition

(lnd let d = dim R(A12 ). Then the linear operator :FA is defined as follows.

fr d > 0 then

:FA[Jj(:r;):= c(A) e-i(A[1 A2I X,X)/2 x

~ f(A12t+Allx)e-i(A[2Ant,t)/2-i(t,A[2 A21X)dt.
. H(A[l)

ft d = 0 then

:FA[f](:r) := /1 det Alli e-i(A[1 All x,x)!2 f(A ll x).

Om main theorem will be stated in the following way.

Theorem 4.2 Let A be a 2n x 2n symplectic matrix. Then

(36)

Proof:
If d > 0 then we conclude from (33) and the definition of :FA that a unitary
operator V for which W[V [f], V [g]] = W[f, g] 0 A for all f and 9 in 5n must
satisfy

V [f](x) V [g](y) = :FA [f](x) :FA, [g](y) ,

for all f and 9 in 5n and for all x and y in IRn . Hence V = C :FA on A on
5 n with ICI = 1. Note that C may depend on A. By the usual continuity
arguments, we may say that V = C:FA on the whole space L2(IRn ). This
proves our theorem for d > O.
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If d = 0 then A 12 = O. Because of (23) and (24), the matrix Au is a regular
matrix and A22

T = A1t Moreover the matrix Au T A 21 is symmetric. We
compute the mixed Wigner distribution of .rAU] and .rA[g] as follows:

IdetAu /
W[.rA[j], .rA[g]](X, w) = (21f)n X

r f(A u x + Au 7/2) g(Au x - Au 7/2) e-i (AT1 A21 x, T) e-i (T,W) d7.
1IRn

By substituting a new variable 7 := Au 7, we get

r f(A u x + Au 7/2) g(Au x - Au 7/2) e-i(Aft A21 X,T) e-i(T,W) d7 =
1IRn
Id 1

A
I r f(A u x + 7/2) g(Au x - 7/2)

et u 1IRn
X e-i (Aft ib x, A1/ T)-i (A1/ T,W) d7.

Hence,

W[.rA[j],.rA[g]](x, w) =

(21f )-n r f(A u x + 7/2) g(Au x - 7/2) e-i (An X+A22 W,T) dT =
1IRn

W[.f,g](A u x, A 21 x + An w).

This finishes the proof for d = O. D

Remarks
(1) In fact, the case d = 0 can be interpreted as au integral representation
as well. By setting a(O) = 1 and

[ cp(x) dx = cp(O),

when dimL = 0, then formula (35) reduces to formula (36).

(2) One obtains a different representation formula if we substitute v, = A12 t
in (35). Note that for any t E R(AT2) there is precisely one v. E R(A12 ) such
that A 12 t = v.. We denote this v. by A~~v. It follows that

.rA[f](x) :== 1 e-i(Aft A2[X,X)/2
(21f)d qN(A12) (A22 ) a(A12 )

x r f(v.+Aux) e-i(A22A~'2v'U,u)/2-i(u,A2[X)dv,.
1R(Ad
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(3) We note that Keiblinger's formula in ([5], p. 16) is for regular A 12 up to
a constant factor equals our representation FA.

4.1 Special cases

4.1.1 regular A12

If A 12 is a regular matrix, then qN(A12) (An) = 1 and the number c(A) is
equal to

vi detA12 1

(2n)d/2 .

By substituting u = A 12 t + All x, the integral in (35) can be transformed
to the known integral representation given in the next corollary:

Corollary 4.3 ft A 12 is Tegular then

e-i (A~21 All x,x)/2

FA[.f](:r:) = (2 n)n/2 vi det Ad
r f (u) e-i (A22 A~} u, u)/2+i (x, A~} u) du.
JIRn

(37)

.You may also find these formulas up to a constant factor in Frederix ([3J, p.66),
Folland ([2], p.191) and Keiblinger ( [5J,p.16).

4.1.2 The Fractional Fourier transform

Let 0' = (1'1, ... ,O'n) such that sin 0'1 =I- 0 for l = 1, ... ,n. We recall, that
the n-dimensional Fractional Fourier transform (cf (9) is given by

Co: exp (-i (B x, x)/2
F 0: [fJ(x) = -----r7'==;========:::::::':::::::===;:vi(2 nn Isin a1 ... sin O'n I

x .I~n exp (-i (B t, t)/2 + i (C x, t)) f(t) dt,

where Band Care n x n diagonal matrices given by

B diag (cot 0'1, ... ,cot an),

C diag (1/ sin 0'1, . " ,1/ sin O'n).

17



It can easily be verified from Formula (37) that the Fractional Fourier trans
form corresponds to the symplectic matrix A for which

All diag (cos al, ... ,cos an),

A 2l diag(sinal,". ,sinan ),

A 12 -A2l ,

A22 = All.

Since, sinal "# 0 for l = 1, ... n, the matrix A 12 is nonsingular. However,
our integral formula for FA also include nonsingular matrices A 12 , so we
may allow that sin al = 0 for some l. As an example we consider the 4 x 4
matrix A, for which

All = (~ ~),

A 12 = (0 0 )o -1 '

A22 = All,

A 2l = -A12 ·

Note that all these four matrices are singular. According to our representa
tion formula for F4., we have

wich is, as expected, the one-dimensional Fourier transform of f restricted to
the variable Xl- Evidently, the transform is the Fractional Fourier transform
with al = 0 and a2 = 7["/2.
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